The carotid sinus acts as a mechanotransducer of shear oscillation rather than a baroreceptor.
The carotid sinus is a dilated area at the base of the internal carotid artery of humans and is located immediately superior to the bifurcation of the internal and external carotid arteries. It is widely accepted, in the fields of medicine and physiology, to function as a baroreceptor in its central control role. This paper presents a hypothesis challenging this paradigm - that the carotid sinus functions by detecting oscillations at the vessel wall which result from shear stress due to vortical flow. This is contrary to conventional thinking which presumes that the carotid sinus responds to blood pressure or wall pressure. Our hypothesis is based on anatomy, physiology and physical properties of fluid which make the sinus the area of highest vorticity. Utilizing magnetic resonance angiograms of undiseased carotid vessels, we computed the oscillatory shear index (OSI) via a computational fluid dynamics simulation of flow. This region of highest OSI coincides with the area where the nerve to the carotid sinus lies within the vessel wall. Accordingly, the hypothesis is that the carotid sinus acts as a mechanotransducer of wall shear stress oscillation and not as a baroreceptor.